China Neighborhood and Village Committee confront the COVID-19 Pandemic: Cultural History and Tracking back Review of Relevant Public Health Events in Last Century
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ABSTRACT:
Managing epidemics need to unite each individual of the nations. Lockdown is an essential strategy to fatal and threatening epidemic. All of the citizens should realize that each of people has a responsibility to support the public health crisis. How to organize individual to fight against the epidemic plaque depends each of them. This essay discussed the COVID-19 pandemic relevant self-governance of community from a historical perspective in China. Self-governance of neighborhood committee and community residential office in urban and rural helped to control the COVID-19 pandemic in the communities in China. Co-operation and collective responsibility of citizens and community support is a critical condition to prevent epidemic. The community self-governance can track back Qin Dynasty in China history. It established baojia system to maintain social control for thousand years. Now, the community-based system, baojia system is becoming more autonomous for local citizenship and socialized governance in China. We reviewed a historical pneumonia plaque in North China in 1911. Chinese doctor, Wu Lien-teh (伍連德) confronted the epidemic crisis with many measures such as lockdown, quarantine, the wearing of mask, setup mobile hospitals, travel restriction, the cremation of victims, and border control. Dr. Wu made effort to establish the modern public health service in China. We think that the combination of culture background of China community with modern public healthcare system determinedly played important role to control the COVID-19 pandemic.
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The outbreak of the COVID-19 plaque in Wuhan quickly became a worldwide public event in 2020. The state has taken serial measures to control the spread infections such as: lockdown, lockdown, quarantine, the wearing of mask, setup mobile hospitals, travel restriction, the cremation of victims, and border control. It needs citizens’ co-operations to accomplish all the measures. We think that the action of the local community dynamically shaped the geographical spread of epidemics. Residential management has a history and culture background[1]. The storm of the infection threatens everyone who exposed in the community for the human to human infection. How does each individual participate the plague campaign determine the structure of the society?

In China, every community has a neighborhood committee and community residential office[2]. It plays many roles in urban affairs as well as rural autonomy in China society[3-7]. The social community links with state through the neighborhood and village committee[8, 9]. It is helping and working well during the COVID-19 pandemic. China approvals a law: Organic Law of the Urban Residents Committee of the People's Republic of China [Revised] 《中华人民共和国城市居民委员会组织法》(1989) http://en.pkulaw.cn/display.aspx?cgid=a5fe2489ff24ee1bdfb&lib=law. It followed traditional “four selves”:“自我管理，自我教育，自我服务，自我监督”translated as “self-management, self-education, self-service, and self-supervision”[10, 11]. Besides elections for democracy, in the countryside, village also had similar administration origination that organized with village committee and village leadership[11-13]. The history of the law can trace to Republic of China before 1949. It was a neighborhood administrative system: the bao-jia system(保甲制度). The bao-jia system that Republic of China government requested was initially executed around 1923, but it was not working well until 1934[14, 15]. The bao-jia system was firstly executed in these two cities: Nanking 南京 and Peking 北平 in 1935 (https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/保甲制度). The organization was one jia(甲) grouped by 10 families, and 10 jia(甲) united one bao(保). One jia managed by a leader jia. One bao managed by a leader bao. Besides self-administration, it also worked for war and anti-revolution. Bao-jia system enforced during civil war[14, 15].Baojia system definitely played an important role in Anti-Japanese war to fight against Japanese troops[16-20]. Japanese governing zone also relied on the similar Bao-jia system during the second world war in China[21, 22]. Ironically, anti-Japanese forces also used bao-jia system to fight against Japan in Japanese controlled the territory[23, 24]. Actually, the similar system can track to song dynasty[25], an imperial dynasty of China (960-1279) of 10 户 for“甲”，10 甲 for“the same pattern,”one jia(甲) grouped by 10 families, and 10 jia(甲) united one bao(保)[25]. It was a household registration system for military service system. It may help government to interaction, incentives and joint responsibilities in the community[26-28]. In Qin Dynasty, B.C. 221- B.C. 207, the basic unit of neighborhood was that five-family grouped Wu (伍). Ten families grouped Shi(什). Governor for local neighborhood management was elected by villagers. It developed a system of collective punishment also called mutual punishment, lianzuo(联坐)[29, 30]. One family crime made trouble for collective punishment of five families or ten families. They were not allowed to move without permission. They supervised and reported each other for any crime by way of mutual surveillance. If they failed to disclose criminal case, they would got collective punishment. In order to not be punished, a family not only did not break the law themselves, but also kept an eye on the neighbors to break the law. In order to avoid punishment, the neighbors were the safest choice to keep an eye on the tenants or formers around them. The basic unit that constituted mutual supervision was "Wu", which allowed people to monitor each other and exposed each other by “locking” together, so as to
ensured that residents (farmers) would not leave their homeland, run away indiscriminately, or sneak into other countries. A family of crimes and neighbors sitting (lianzuo) next to each other made the Qin dynasty's neighbors form a relationship of mutual surveillance. This baojia system may generate a collective responsibility for its mutual aid functions and mutual benefits [31].

Traditional urbans of China cities were confined with city walls and were gated fifty years ago[32]. The city or gated communities or wards that could be locked at night, and autonomy of neighborhood life could be controlled by the governmental organizations[33]. In a broaden generalized concept of the state for Chinese, the great wall as historical cultural building is a typical state enforcement that control resistance and defense attacks. Wall is a cultural symbol for Chinese. We must emphasize that Hukou system, a new system has been built up for control citizen’s resident (moving and migration) in China[34]. Hukou system is a very specialized registration that bundles personal identification with people residential address. It can also be considered with registration system back to the baojia system[35]. Hukou may also link with employment, social security, social insurance and personal beneficial affairs. Any person can be tracking with the help of Hukou system. Another reinforce factor is the work-unit, danwei (单位) which is employee working organizations or employers[36, 37]. Danwei is very strong auxiliary institutions, a specialized community in China. Danwei system includes the governmental organizations, education organizations such as university, primary school, middle school and college, hospitals, business companies and manufactures etc. Danwei also has play important role in the confrontation with the pandemic.

Update, the neighborhood management system is still a vertical system of interlock chain from county, township, village, street and neighborhood in mainland China, Taiwan[38] and Macao[39, 40]. In Vietnam war, it also played a role in the war conflict[41]. The facility offers many activities that are something comparable to China.

In China, the manager of the present community is a professional position and not civil servant while get pay from government and local community[42-44]. Some of professional staff in community residential office of neighborhood committee should have a university degree[45, 46]. In cities or township, a building may need a building leader or a street leader[47-49]. The leader is a volunteer elected by neighborhood and should have a good reputation or leadership to organize activities for all families. The building leaders provide very flexible service for local residents[49, 50]. Anything of public issues should be discussed and confirmed by the building leader and manager of neighborhood committee and Community residential office[50].

During the pandemic of COVID-19, the member of community residential office is in charge of distribution masks and PPEs, food and offer service for any sickness patients, especially for the elders, pregnant women and young kids if need any help. They helped maintain checkpoint for all entrances around neighborhood. Many senior citizens are living Wuhan alone in their own home. The community residential officers distributed some food and other grocery to the elders for free. The relatives or young generations for each visiting should show their ID to community residential office or doorman. By the way, many Chinese communities are fenced by walls. The gated communities are typical characters in China. The security staff or a doorman (porter) are also co-operating with community residential office. Police stations are always coordinating with the
community residential office[51, 52]. Finally, China has a residential registration system that can help track every civilian during the pandemic of COVID-19. Police station is in charge of the residential registration[52]. The residential registration sometimes may be not so strictly for everybody. However, the residential registration become very strict during lockdown and travel restriction. Some people are not happy with the system. However, the registration also helped a lot for clear COVID-19 cases.

We think that China is based on for a 5000-year-history and has well developed her collectivistic cultures that are still related the baojia system. How to control and manage of the neighborhood is already practiced in a such way for so many generations of central controlled governments. We would like to mention again. A 100 year ago (the fall of 1910), the deadly epidemic broke out in Harbin, the northeastern region of China and more than 50,000-60,000 people died[53-56]. the Qing government court-appointed Wu Lien-teh (伍連德), a Cambridge-trained doctor and public health expert to fight the plaque. Wu Lien-Teh performed the first-ever postmortem examination and further concluded that the epidemic was pneumonic plague[57] (also see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Lien-teh). Dr. Wu and his colleagues took several measures nowadays greatly impact on modern public health medicine[57, 58]. First of all, quarantine and isolation were set as the best ways to control the spread the infection. They authoritatively, or even brusquely took coercive public health measures: mask-wearing among medical workers, the cremation of infected bodies, travel restrictions on affected regions, built up quarantine facilities, such as mobilized hospitals, and strict home-quarantine. Officials and imperial army rounded up locals using wagons, holding them until they were no longer symptomatic, disinfected houses that held suspected patients (against their owner’s wills), and forcibly quarantined people in hospitals. The challenging for Dr. Wu was that at early stage, people and western medical experts ignored to use mask to protect themselves. Dr. Mesny examined the patients without wearing mask, caught pneumonic plague and died six days later[59]. Dr. Wu specially designed gauze-cotton masks (Wu’s masks) and properly applied[58]. The mask application evidently played important role to protect health-care workers and citizens[53]. According to Views of Harbin taken during the plague epidemic[60], we can also find more detail following facts: besides quarantine hospitals, they also requisite 100 railway wagons as suspect hospital; built up mobile cabin hospital in church, female patients were quarantined in their own railway wagons; built up refuge for homeless inmates (also including specially refuge for female inmates), distributed fire-wood and rice to the poor, dispatched troops to pandemic frontline. In consideration of the different stage of infections, the hospitals were very impressively classified as the following: the old plague hospital, the old suspect (isolation) hospital, the new plaque hospital, the new suspect (isolation) hospital, special hospital for medical staff and veterinary hospital etc.[60]

Definitely, Wu Lien-Teh is a plague fighter and father of the Chinese public health system[57]. In 1930, the Chinese government set up the National Quarantine Service headquartered in Shanghai and staffed by Chinese personnel. Dr. Wu was appointed as its first director. National Quarantine Service enabled the Chinese government to regain quarantine control of all major ports in China. The National Quarantine Service was linked by cable to the League of Nation’s Eastern Bureau of the Health Service, and weekly reports were sent to the League’s Epidemiology Section. Following this, Wu was made a member of the Advisory Board of the League’s Far Eastern Epidemic
Bureau[61]. Civic engagement of anti-infective diseases has broadly practice in modern time. For example, Schistosomiasis is regarded as the most serious parasitic disease in China. In the early 1950s, in the area of the Yangtse valley and the rich lands to the south, it has revealed over 11 million persons infected, and local infection-rates ranging from 10% to 70%[62]. Large-scale epidemiological surveys have been carried out by Chinese scientists to determine the incidence, prevalence, and intensity of S. Japonicum infections since 1949[63]. It is a large-scale campaign to control the disease because it threatens more than 30 million people in China. Infection remains a major public health concern despite half century of intensive control efforts. It is estimated that 865,000 people and 100,250 bovines are today infected in the provinces where the disease is regional, and its transmission continues in twenty year ago[63]. 1700 cases were dead in 2013[64]. It is still life threatening accordingly[65]. China enact Law of the People's Republic of China on the Prevention and Treatment of Infectious Diseases [Revised] 中华人民共和国传染病防治法 [已被修订] in 1989. We think that China took lesson from SARS in 2003. Recently, blame China's lack of transparency is nothing new for SARS and also for present COVID-19. “SARS challenged the political and public health systems of all affected countries. It demanded rapid and decisive action to be taken, yet the comparison shows how difficult this was for an unknown new disease. Guangdong reacted rapidly but this pace was not continued by China for some time, which facilitated national and international spread. Once the Chinese government changed its policy, it developed an impressive control strategy involving the public which culminated in containment. The significance of timely information was perhaps the main lesson which the SARS epidemic taught”[66]. People survived and controlled SARS, at least they have built alarm system and related regulation. Now, Chinese can condemn any bureaucracy if government missed report for epidemic warning. China was shocked by the burst of COVID-19 pandemic. But government made quickly decision, lockdown Wuhan. More than 4200 healthcare workers and over 4000 military doctors and nurses totally went to Wuhan and Hubei. A huge number of volunteers and tons of supporting cargos have been transported to the region. Tremendous donations were raised for helping. To clear patients from home is a so challenge job, but the member of neighborhood committee and staff of community residential office efficiently helped healthcare workers to visit each family door by door. All of patients and suspected persons have been tested. Confirmed diagnostic cases have been moved to hospital and treated. The visitors and strangers should be registered after lockdown. We believed that the civic organization of self-administration play an important role in the COVID-19 pandemic. Maybe it is still too early to make a conclusion. All measures for lockdown in China can be accept by most of citizens.

In conclusion, we briefly reviewed the history of the community committee. The cultural background and history of public health crisis are still consistently remained in the modern community committee and village committee in China. And then we reviewed that Wu Lien-teh confronted the epidemic crisis with many measures such as lockdown, quarantine, the wearing of mask, setup mobile hospital, travel restriction, the cremation of victims, and border control. These measures also have been taken in the COVID-19 plaque in Wuhan and Hubei province as well as other regions in China. Chinese individual relies on the culture community which form a partnership with the governmental organizations. The confrontation of the crisis mobilizes inward Chinese nationalism from all of the scales, although the seeking personal freedom is a mainstream trend in modern society. That stay home contributes to fight the plaque became a social action to help to
control the COVID-19 pandemic in China. The immediate response to quarantine and insolation cooperated with a national administrative action. We think that the COVID-19 pandemic as a historical special event mobilized an awareness of collectivism. It is a cultural minding and cultural collectivism that rooted in many Chinese. It reflects a collective responsibility of each of Chinese to fight against the COVID-19 plaque.
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